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The Fullness of God 

Let me begin by saying what a joy it has been to worship with you all here at Mayfield Salisbury. 

I first visited this congregation the beginning of August, and immediately felt the warmth of this 

community.  

I am in Scotland for the year with my family, studying at the University of Edinburgh. We feel 

incredibly blessed to be able to call such a beautiful and vibrant city home for the year. I’m 

working towards a Master’s in Research in Christian-Muslim Relations. This is a topic of special 

interest for me due to two years spent overseas with the United States military, where I served in 

Afghanistan, and Iraq. Due to the nature of the work I did, I had the opportunity to interact with 

the local population on an almost daily basis. I grew to have much admiration and respect for our 

Muslim brothers and sisters; the people I encountered on these deployments remain in my 

prayers, and I continue to pray that both of these great faith traditions will persist in working 

towards mutual respect, and more meaningful dialogue.  

When respectful and meaningful dialogue does take place between Muslims and Christians, the 

discovery is often that there is much we have in common. Both faith traditions at their core, are 

engaged in a mutual struggle for justice and peace, and both traditions believe in the oneness of 

God. 

And while we share much in common, there is much theologically that we disagree on. Again, if 

we approach inter-faith dialogue from a point of mutual respect, we can discuss these differences 

in meaningful and considerate ways, where both parties benefit. One of the biggest areas of 

theological dissonance deals with the Christian doctrine of the trinity.  

Muslims often view Christians as not truly monotheists, but tri-theists due to this complicated 

doctrine that describes God as three persons, and one substance.  



One of the challenges for many Christians in regards to having a conversation about the trinity, is 

it’s a complicated and challenging doctrine to comprehend, let alone describe.  

There is a great story told about the 4th century theologian Augustine of Hippo. In this story, 

Augustine was walking along the North African coast one day, contemplating and trying to 

understand the mystery of the Holy Trinity, when he saw a small boy running back and forth 

from the water, to a spot on the seashore. The boy was using a sea shell to carry the water from 

the ocean, and place it into a small hole. 

The Bishop of Hippo approached the boy, and asked, “what are you doing?” 

The boy responded with childish confidence, “I am trying to bring all the sea into this hole.” 

Augustine wisely responded, “But that is impossible, my dear child, the hole cannot contain all 

that water,”  

According to legend the boy responded, “I will sooner get all the water from the ocean into this 

hole, then you will get the mystery of the most Holy Trinity into your head!” Also according to 

legend, this boy then disappeared, as he was no mere child, but an angel sent from God, to 

remind Augustine of the difficulties of making sense of the divine.  

Augustine spent over three decades working on his treatise titled, About the Holy Trinity, seeking 

to conceive an intelligible explanation for the mystery of the Trinity.  

What Augustine spent three decades seeking to accomplish, we are going to seek to accomplish 

in about ten minutes.  

Throughout Paul’s letters, including our passage today from Romans, we see Trinitarian 

language; however, we never see a fully developed explanation of the Trinity. We see Jesus in 

John’s gospel discussing the Spirit and the Father, but no in depth clarification on how these 

divine entities relate to one another.  

Making sense of the mystery of the Trinity was left up to the early church, and theologians 

across the centuries, who sought to articulate and make sense of our belief that the eternal God is 

“one God in three persons.” This may seem like a simple statement, but it is anything but. 



One of the reasons I came to Edinburgh was to study once again with Dr. Joshua Ralston, who 

taught Systematic Theology at the seminary I attended. He is now at the University of 

Edinburgh, and is my academic supervisor. I remember when I studied with him in the states, he 

opened his lecture on the Trinity by stating that the trinity is the most important doctrine in the 

Christian church, and that it is also the least understood doctrine, and the most confusing 

doctrine.  

Dr. Ralston finished his lecture that day by telling the students gathered that they would spend 

their entire lives trying to fully make sense of the divine, and that ultimately, we would all fail. 

He told us that while we could never hope to fully know God, that shouldn’t stop us from trying.  

Evelyn Underhill, a popular Christian author in the early twentieth century famously wrote that, 

“If God were small enough to be understood, God would not be big enough to be worship.” 

Underhill understood the reality that our finite minds could never hope to fully understand the 

infinite and transcendent God.  

So in light of this acknowledgement that we can’t hope to ever fully know and understand the 

Trinity, what is it we can say? We know that the earliest Christians worshipped the God who had 

been revealed to the nation of Israel in the Old Testament. This is the God who created the 

heavens and the earth, the God who liberated the people from Egypt in the Exodus, and the God 

who Jesus prayed to.  

These earliest Christians also believed that in the person of Jesus of Nazareth they encountered 

God in an altogether unique way. The early church, after the day of Pentecost, also believed that 

God was present in each and every believer through the Spirit of God.  

The God who created the heavens and the earth, is the same God made known in the person of 

Jesus Christ, is the same God present in the Holy Spirit. Three “persons,” one “God.” 

While belief in the Trinity may seem far removed from everyday life, there are some very 

practical results that stem from this belief. We believe that the Trinity shows us something about 

social relationships, and how we are called to interact with one another. The church believes that 

all three persons of the Trinity are God, and that all are equal in power and glory. If so, and if the 

three persons of the Trinity exist in a divine equality, we can believe also that this is the pattern 



God wants humans to follow in their relationships with others. We are called to regard all 

persons equally, not with a “hierarchical” attitude that some are “better than others.” If we 

believe this, then racism, sexism, ageism, and all other types of discrimination are contrary to the 

model of God, and God’s intention for creation.  

The Trinity shows us not only how to be in relationship with others, but simply that our lives are 

meant to be relational. If the Trinity is a model for us, we realize that we are created to share our 

human lives with one another, to participate in the lives of others, to see ourselves not as isolated 

units of individuals, but as those created for relationships with our fellow human beings.  

Scripture tells us that we are created in God’s image, and in our understanding of the Trinity we 

believe that we are created for relationship with others, and that these relationships are to be 

based on divine equality, and divine love. 

The Trinity also powerfully witnesses to the reality that not only are we called to be in 

relationship with one another, but that we are called to be in relationship with God. The fullness 

of the Trinity demonstrates that the God we worship is not a remote creator. God did not create 

the heavens and the earth, proclaim it “good,” and walk away. The scriptures affirm that God, 

out of love, has intervened in the history of creation, God has come to walk among us in the 

person of Christ, and God remains with us in the presence of God’s spirit.  

The Trinity, calls us to be in relationship with one another. The trinity calls us to be in 

relationship with God. And in true Trinitarian fashion, I want to leave us with one more practical 

application of belief in the Trinity. The Trinity reminds us that the fullness of God is a mystery. 

It is a mystery that invites us into a lifelong relationship of trust, and a lifelong journey of faith, 

where we seek to know God more fully. If we ever get to the point where we think we know all 

there is to know about God, we are fooling ourselves.  

The Christian faith is built upon paradoxes, and this is one of them. Through revelation God has 

given us the ability to know and encounter the divine, however, through our finite minds; we can 

never fully know God. We can know God, but we can’t fully know God.  

Our Psalm reading this morning gives us a glimpse into this reality. The recognition of knowing 

God through the glory and majesty of God’s creation, and the reminder that we are so small in 



comparison to God’s grandeur, and we can never hope to know all there is to know about the 

creator of the universe.  

There is a surah in the Qur’an that proclaims that if all the trees in the world were pens, and all 

the waters in the ocean ink, that this wouldn’t be enough to write all there is to say about God.  

I love this image, and while some find this reality overwhelming, I find it freeing. I still seek and 

search with all my heart, but I am also content to offer certain things up as eternal mysteries.  

Being a pastor is unique, because it is a vocation where people look to you for answers for their 

deep existential questions about the world. But the best pastors I have known, are those who 

acknowledge that not every question can be answered, and that a part of faith, is admitting that 

much is a mystery.  

The questions that are often asked though aren’t deeply theological, they are deeply personal. 

The questions that cause us to stumble, deal with our own day in and day out living. 

 This morning, as we worship, somewhere in the world a miracle is taking place, and those 

affected are crying out praise of shock and awe to God, marveling in the mystery of it all. And 

this morning as we worship, somewhere in the world, tragedy is taking place, and those impacted 

also cry out to God, perplexed at the mystery of it all. We lift our prayers today in this place of 

worship, and prayers are being lifted throughout creation, in a multitude of languages, in 

synagogue and mosque, temple and shrine, on street corners, in hospital rooms, on mountain 

tops, prayers of joy and thanksgiving, prayers of pain, sorrow, and desperation.  

This life we live inevitably leads us to lots of question, this life is full of daily miracles, and full 

of devastating tragedy, joy and sorrow, life and death, knowing God fully, never being able to 

fully know God. This life we live is full of beauty, and full of mystery. Just like the God we 

worship.  

N.T Wright in his book For All God’s Worth discusses this mystery of faith, specifically found 

within the doctrine of the Trinity. He describes this doctrine writing, “The Doctrine of the 

Trinity, properly understood, is as much a way of saying ‘we don’t know’ as of saying ‘we do 

know.’ To say that the true God is Three and One is to recognize that if there is a God then of 

course we shouldn’t expect him to fit neatly into our little categories.” 



Wright continues stating, “the Trinity is, if you like, a signpost pointing ahead into the dark, 

saying: ‘Trust me; follow me; my love will keep you safe.’ Or, perhaps better, the doctrine of the 

Trinity is a signpost pointing into a light which gets brighter and brighter until we are dazzled 

and blinded, but which says: ‘Come, and I will make you children of light.’” 

The Trinity calls us into relationship with others, calls us into relationship with God, and reminds 

us that while we may never understand the fullness of God, we should always seek God with our 

full selves.  

God is a reality, and God is a mystery, a mystery that calls us into a relationship of trust, and a 

lifelong journey of faith, where we seek to know, and to experience the fullness of God.  

To God be the Glory.   


